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Silicon Labs International Celebrates 10 Years of Growth and Innovation

Singapore Is Key to Company's Broad-Based Portfolio and Momentum in Internet of Things Market  

SINGAPORE--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Silicon Labs (NASDAQ: SLAB), a leader in high-performance, analog-intensive, mixed-signal 
ICs, today celebrates the ten-year anniversary of Silicon Laboratories International Pte. Ltd. in Singapore. Serving as the 
company's international headquarters for the Asia-Pacific and Europe regions, the Silicon Labs International operation 
performs a wide range of manufacturing and business-critical functions including global supply chain management, integrated 
circuit research and development, international finance, product testing, order fulfillment, and international sales and support.  

Silicon Labs International opened in Singapore in 2004, eight years after Silicon Labs was founded and four years after the 
company went public. In 2008, Silicon Labs International moved to its current location at 6 Serangoon North Avenue 5 in 
Singapore to provide ample space for expanding its operations and employee base. Over the years, Silicon Labs International 
has grown to more than 150 employees, making it the largest Silicon Labs site outside of the company's corporate 
headquarters in Austin, Texas (USA). The facility features nearly 40,000 square feet of office space and engineering labs 
including a test floor and a logistics hub. 

Silicon Labs International is strategic to Silicon Labs' competitiveness and success in the global semiconductor industry and the 
rapidly growing Internet of Things (IoT) market. A centerpiece of the Singapore operation is an advanced mixed-signal IC 
design center where the company's circuit design and applications engineering teams are developing the next generation of 
energy-friendly 8-bit and ARM®-based 32-bit microcontrollers (MCUs) for a wide array of IoT applications including smart 
home, security, wearable, smart energy and industrial designs. 

The Silicon Labs International operations team manages all phases of the company's global manufacturing and order fulfillment 
capabilities, ranging from fab to final test. As a fabless semiconductor supplier, Silicon Labs outsources manufacturing to a 
number of wafer foundries primarily in Asia and works closely with leading assembly and test suppliers in the region. 

Silicon Labs International's streamlined supply-chain management processes are critical to reducing product lead times and 
accelerating time-to-market for customers around the world. Augmenting the capabilities of Silicon Labs' outsourced test 
suppliers, the operation's Singapore Test Center uses state-of-the-art equipment to test Silicon Labs' Broad-based products 
ranging from mixed-signal MCUs to quartz- and CMEMS®-based oscillators.  

Silicon Labs' Singapore operation also houses international finance, sales and customer support, human resources and 
information technology (IT) teams. 

"Singapore is proud to be Silicon Labs International's home over the last 10 years," said Terence Gan, director for electronics, 
Singapore Economic Development Board (EDB). "Silicon Labs International has been one of the fastest growing, most 
important members of Singapore's semiconductor industry. We are committed to continuing our symbiotic relationship and 
creating many good job opportunities in business and engineering." 

"Silicon Labs International's 10-year anniversary is a proud milestone in our company's history and an exciting success story 
highlighting Silicon Labs' expansion and steady growth in Singapore," said Jennifer Teong, vice president of manufacturing and 
general manager of Silicon Labs International. "Silicon Labs is growing and thriving in the vibrant Singapore economy, and we 
look forward to many more anniversaries to come." 

Silicon Labs 

Silicon Labs is an industry leader in the innovation of high-performance, analog-intensive, mixed-signal ICs. Developed by a 
world-class engineering team with unsurpassed expertise in mixed-signal design, Silicon Labs' diverse portfolio of patented 
semiconductor solutions offers customers significant advantages in performance, size and power consumption. For more 
information about Silicon Labs, please visit www.silabs.com.  

Cautionary Language 

This press release may contain forward-looking statements based on Silicon Labs' current expectations. These forward-looking 
statements involve risks and uncertainties. A number of important factors could cause actual results to differ materially from 
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those in the forward-looking statements. For a discussion of factors that could impact Silicon Labs' financial results and cause 
actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements, please refer to Silicon Labs' filings with the SEC. 
Silicon Labs disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of 
new information, future events or otherwise. 

Note to editors: CMEMS, Silicon Laboratories, Silicon Labs, the "S" symbol, the Silicon Laboratories logo and the Silicon Labs 
logo are trademarks of Silicon Laboratories Inc. All other product names noted herein may be trademarks of their respective 
holders. 

Follow Silicon Labs on Twitter at http://twitter.com/siliconlabs and on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/siliconlabs.  

Explore Silicon Labs' diverse product portfolio at www.silabs.com/parametric-search.  

Silicon Labs
Dale Weisman, +1-512-532-5871 
dale.weisman@silabs.com  
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